Minutes - Sutton in Craven C of E - Pupil Parent Council Meeting
12th March 2019 at 7:30pm at the Kings Arms
In Attendance: Angela Hayton, Amy Chacksfield, Becky Thomas, Jenny Hey, Gayle King and Hazel
Spencer
Apologies: Mrs Herbert, Sophie Spurr

Valentines Disco and Craft Evening
Feedback from PPC:
it was a great success and a lovely treat for the children
It was great to have Katie from Tots to Teens all agreed that she kept the children entertained and we
would ask her to host the next disco.
Also that if younger siblings (who are not in the school) that wish to attend the disco they can do if
their parent stays and helps and they must buy a ticket for them.
Ticket sales for the disco were £237.50 and the only expenses were the DJ at £145.00.
Thanks to all the Volunteers who helped and donated the decorations and snacks.

Christmas Shopping Evening
While this is a great event and generates profit for the school there is a big time commitment from
volunteers who run this in terms of advertising, contact with stallholders, setting up the classrooms,
organising the refreshments etc so it was decided that we would not run this in 2019.
Instead run another evening aimed at adults only to generate PPC funds and open to people outside
of the school where we would also sell tickets for the Christmas Raffle.
Ideas discussed included:





Gin Night
Race Night
Curry Night (could ask Hannah the school cook)
Family Quiz Night

Or a combination of the above!
We discussed that we could hold this either in school or at the village hall, we could have a bar or ask
people to bring their own drink.
We discussed that a sponsor like Barclays may offer matched funding for the event.

Financial Overview




We have purchased lovely new cushions and rugs for the school library following the flood.
This provides a comfortable environment for the children.
Re the school laptops it appears that they may not need replacing yet as there has been some
other technical/server issues within school that is causing problems.
It was felt that the gym mats were not currently financially viable, even the sample pack was
very expensive and the school mats have only recently been replaced.

Mother’s Day Event – Afternoon Tea 25.3.19
The school council have kindly arranged this and offered to run this event – Mrs Hayton noted any
help from the Parent Council would be welcome but not necessary.

The Next PPC Event – the PJ & DVD Evening 9.4.19









This will start at 5:30pm so children can go straight from Bobbins to the hall.
The finish time will be 7:30pm
It was agreed the film we would show will be the Greatest Showman!
Pizza, Popcorn and juice will be served
Tickets will be £3 per child again, to be purchased in advance inclusive of the pizza, popcorn
and juice.
Volunteers needed to help make the event a success
We are going to ask local supermarkets to see if we can get the pizzas donated (approx. 30
needed) or ask local takeaway Vujon for a reduced rate on having them delivered to school!
A letter will be sent this week.

Used School Uniform / Pop up shop






Hazel to draft a letter to send to parents advising of the initiative and to welcome donations
of used school uniform
Members of the PPC have volunteered to sort and wash this
A pop up shop selling the used uniform will be set up in the school hall on Weds the 10 th April
after school pick up at 3:20pm
Will possibly sell the uniform via a school facebook shop
Profits made from this will go to the school PPC

Next Meeting: Catch up before the PJ DVD evening and Uniform Pop up sale – Weds 3rd April at
2:30pm.

